To understand the grading:

Version of test is printed at the very top. This is for Version B.

The "Raw" score is how many you got correct out of how many questions, not the total number of points.

The "+" number is the total of additional points earned for each question. Since T/F were worth one point (#s 1-10), Multiple Choice worth two points (#s 11-50) and Diagram questions worth 3 points (#s 51-60).

The "Adj. %" is the percent of total possible you earned after the grades were "curved" to reflect difficulty of the test and overall class performance.

You can determine what the provisional grade assignment is by looking at your total points (refer to the histogram on this website) which are the Raw Score + "red" points.

This student had test version "B" so their answers for #s 51, 57 & 58 were incorrectly scored. They have been awarded the corrections so add an additional 9 points (35 + 29 + 9) for a total score of 73. This would fall under the 69-79 category on the histogram and therefore earned the student a "B-" for this exam.